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ABSTRACT

In-situ fatigue test devices with integrated electrostatic actuator were fabricated in electroplated nanocrystalline nickel (nano-nickel). The devices feature in-plane approximately pure bending with fixed displacement of the test specimen of the dimensions: widths from 2μm to 3.7μm, a height of 7μm and an effective length from 4μm to 27μm. Maximum stresses of the test beam were calculated to be 500MPa to 2100MPa by use of FEM tools. The test results indicate very promising fatigue properties of nano-nickel, as none of the test devices have shown fatigue failure or even initiation of cracks after 10⁸ cycles. The combination of high strength and toughness, which is known for nanocrystalline materials, together with very small test specimens and low surface roughness could be the explanation for the good fatigue properties.

INTRODUCTION

Fatigue properties of MEMS materials are very important for the further development of MEMS. Polysilicon has been offered the most systematic research [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. This work uses nanocrystalline nickel (nano-nickel) with grain sizes estimated to 100nm. Compared to the brittle polysilicon, nano-nickel offers very different mechanical properties and aging behavior, which has not been investigated much from a micromechanical point of view. A popular way for obtaining fatigue data is the resonant aging method. Much focus has also been on using high resolution external micro actuation machines [6, 7]. Fatigue data can be obtained from test situations, which are similar to those present in MEMS applications, but it often does not give general information. Obtaining and mapping the fatigue properties in a standardized and reproducible way is difficult due to several factors: 1) The dimensions and surface finish of the test specimen should be well-known, and should ideally be of standardized geometries to avoid scaling effects. 2) The applied load or strain is mostly high and should also be well-known. 3) A numerous number of tests must be performed in order to achieve a statistical data set, and each test may be time demanding. 4) Testing should be done in a controlled environment, especially temperature and humidity may have strong influences.

In this work released micromechanical structures have been fabricated using electroplated nickel from a sulphamate bath. The fabrication is a true low temperature process (≤ 140°C), and is optimized for CMOS compatible post processing [8].

The plating method used results in a grain size of 100nm, and can be characterized as nanocrystalline. The electroplated nickel can be deposited with practically no residual stress (below 10MPa). A lot of interest has been shown to nano-nickel in the material research [9, 10, 11, 12] but only few investigations has been done from a micromechanical approach. Decreasing the grain size yields in many ways an optimal improvement of the mechanical properties. This is due to a simultaneously increase of strength and fracture toughness. Tensile tests on nickel with 30nm grains [11] showed an improved ultimate tensile strength of 1.5GPa, and σₐₐ₉% of 1.0GPa which is a significant improvement to conventional nickel, which has 500MPa and 300MPa respectively. Compared to conventional nickel the ductility was reduced. The test showed a decreased linear elastic region (difficult to define Young’s modulus), and a dependency of the strain rate by which the test was performed. Generally an increased creep behavior at low temperatures is observed [11, 12]. Grain growth at relatively low temperatures, reported for very fine grained nano-nickel [10, 13], could also represent a draw-back. The fatigue properties of nano-nickel are only sparsely investigated [14]. Investigations and theory agree on that a reduction of the grain size and the surface roughness will lead to increased initiation periods for fatigue cracks.

THE DEVICE

A SEM image of a representative device is shown on Fig. 1. The fabricated device features a compact in-situ measurement of an in-plane bending of an uncracked specimen with integrated electrostatic actuation giving a fixed maximum displacement. Electronic fracture detection is possible and parallel connection of the devices enables running several tests simultaneously. The test beam is situated in the upper left corner of the device. The test beam has a mean width of approx. 3μm and is 7μm thick. The length of the test beam, L₀, is varied from 7μm to 30μm, as seen on
Figure 1: SEM image of a representative device, showing the important elements.

Figure 2: Design dimensions for the test beam and lever part. Dimensions in microns. The black spot is a bump, used to prevent stiction during fabrication.

Figure 3: The test section and lever in relaxed (top) and maximum (bottom) displacement conditions.

Figure 4: SEM image of the center part of the actuation electrodes, showing relaxed state (left) with 6μm gap between electrodes and full displacement (right), where bumpers leave a gap of 2μm between the electrodes.

**FABRICATION**

The process sequence for fabrication of the devices is shown in Fig. 5. The structures are made in a 4 mask process. First, a structured thin metal layer is formed on an oxidized 4 inch silicon wafer, Fig. 5A-5B. The layer is formed by e-beam evaporation and lift-off of a bi-layer of Cr/Ni of thickness 200Å/1500Å. This layer serves as an electrostatic shield between the test structures and the silicon substrate. In the next step, a seed layer of Ti/Au, of thickness 200Å/1500Å, is deposited by e-beam evaporation. Then, a 4μm thick sacrificial copper layer is electroplated in a photore sist mould, defined by the Anchor mask, Fig. 5C. In this Cu layer, bumps are etched using a photoresist mask, Fig. 5D. Hemi-spherical bumps, approximately 1μm deep, are obtained using an Ammonium-peroxydisulphate etch (25g/l) for 2.5min. The bumps are used to prevent stiction during the subsequent release etch of the structures. A final photore sist mould is defined and used for defining the 7μm thick structural electroplated nickel layer, Fig. 5E. This layer is electroplated at 40°C in a nickel sulphamate bath at a current density of 3A/dm². The plating bath is optimized for very low residual stress and small grain size (~100nm). Finally, the structures are released by se-
selective etching of copper, gold and titanium, and dried in ethanol.

**FEM CALCULATIONS**

The stress and strain in the fabricated test section were analyzed with 2D and 3D FEM tools. The excitation of the test beam is approximately pure bending, corresponding to an acting moment at the right-hand end of the test specimen. Considerable stress concentrations only occur in the test beam. Depending on the length of the test beam different max stresses were obtained. The beam has a slightly trapezoid cross section, giving a line broadening effect which adds +0.85μm to each edge for a thickness of 7μm. The highest stress levels are found at the upper surface where the beam is widest. Fig. 6 shows the von Mises stress levels at the upper and lower surface of a test specimen with \( L_a = 150\mu m \), \( L_b = 10\mu m \) and a thickness of 7μm. a) In the bottom surface the structures have approximately the same dimensions as designed. b) Due to line broadening (+0.85μm) the upper surface has much higher stress levels under deformation.

**SETUP AND TESTING**

All the device variants operated satisfactorily, with pull-in voltages, \( V_{pi} \), of approximately 250V for the stiffest and at 190V for the softest devices. This is in good agreement with the expected values. The setup for cyclic testing is shown in Fig. 8, where two devices are tested simultaneously. Resistors of 100kΩ protects the devices from meltdown in case of a short circuit. The connection to the devices was done with a probe station in ambient environment. Detection of fracture of the test beam was here done by visual inspection. The applied bias voltage, \( V_{dc} \), and AC voltage, \( V_{ac} \), were adjusted to ensure full amplitude on all devices. The frequency used was from 10Hz to 500Hz. Mostly 200Hz was used.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An unexpected 'problem' became progressively apparent during the testing as none of the devices ever suffered from fatigue fracture. Two of the devices with highest maximum stress levels (2100-1150MPa), \( L_a=150\mu m \) and \( L_b=7\mu m \) were tested simultaneously, and both survived more than \( 1.1 \times 10^8 \) cycles at a frequency of 200Hz. The initial value of the pull-in voltage for these devices were 252V, but dropped to 247V during the first 3 cycles. During the testing \( V_p \) decreased further to 226V at \( 10^7 \) cycles and 216V at \( 10^8 \) cycles. A slight permanent bending of the lever was observed, which may explain the lowering of the pull-in voltages. The number of cycles at the applied excitation of the test beam is apparently below the fatigue limit. The decrease of \( V_p \) indicates plastic deformations in the test beam, which is partly initiated during the first cycles but evolves further, indicating cyclic creep. A long initiation period is expected due to low surface roughness and nanocrystalline microstructure yielding high toughness and strength. High stress gradients normally inhibit and restrict the growth of cracks. Improvements to the design are underway, including symmetric load conditions, and larger displacements amplitudes.

CONCLUSION

The new test devices showed full functionality and operated as planned. The nano-nickel did not suffer from fatigue damage with the current devices. The results indicate promising fatigue properties for the use of nano-nickel in MEMS. Some plastic deformation and creep occurred, but no crack initiations was observed even after \( 10^8 \) cycles with calculated max. stresses of 2100-1150MPa. Several factors seem to contribute to improving the overall fatigue properties of micromechanical devices.
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